
Aleksei Balabanov's 
Thriller Reveals 
Soviet Corruption 

B Y  G R E G O R Y  F R E I D I N  

200 is a noir thriller about a psychopathic 
police captain in a provincial Russian 
city, one of those industrial hellholes that 
pockmarked the face of the U.S.S.R.The 
month is August, the year the Orwehan 
1984, when the angel of history despaired 
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strong allegorical charge that the result is a 
double exposure of Russia then and now. 
The film has polarized and set the whole of 

- . 
of the Soviet Union and was making way 
for G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  his 
historically accurate cargo 200with such a 

Russia tallung-another sign of the rebirth 
of Russian film. 

In 1984, Balabanov was 25, college be- 
hind hun, and serving as a paratrooper in 
man i s t an  five years after the Soviet inva- 
sion.The U.S.S.R. itselfwas 67 and stagnat- 
ing. Keep this in mind as Cargo takes you 
to Captain Zhumv's fly-infested apartment; 
think also about the corpse oNladimir 
Lenin, embalmed and still on display out- 
side the Kremlin, a ghoulish reminder of 
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the country's historical fieight. 
Balabanov heaves it out of storage and 

presents us with close-ups of recycled 
pickle jars and bottles, armored apartment 
doors, dilapidated builhngs, classic Russian 
and Soviet kitsch, and vintage aut0s.M are 
lit with bare bulbs, flashlights, hurricane 
lamps, primitive disco strobes and, for the 
most part, the kind of di&se gray north- 
ern daylight that one imagines illuminates 
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the better parts of hell.& always, Bala- 
banov provides a lovingly selected period 
soundtrack with lyrics that create another 
layer of meaning.The illusion of authentic- 
ity he achieves is powerful, and those who 
lived under the old U.S.S.R. may break 
into a cold sweat reahzing how little has 
changed..Cargo was shot on location, not 
far fiom St. Petersburg (Leninsk is the actu- 
al steel town Cherepovets).AU Balabanov's 
crew needed for their time travel was a set 
of wheels and a tank of gas. Pity Sasha Bar- 
on Cohen, who had to travel to Romania 
to get to his "Kazakhstan." 

Not having to go far, Balabanov digs 
deep, raising questions both about recent 
history and Russia's much older romance 
with alcohol, corruption, xenophobia, and 
a rigid authoritarian state that has no com- 
punction about using extreme violence 
against its own people. Lest we forget, Bak- 
banov places a big bust of F e h  Dzerzhin- 
sky, the founder of Cheka (now FSB), in 
Captain Zhurov's office. 

As in tales, the fJm's three female 
figures stand for the three fices of Russia. 
The 18-year-old Angelika embodies Russia's 
present, a spawn of the stagnant Soviet 
Union. Zhurov's old mother is a caricature 
of Soviet citizenry, their minds shot by al- 
cohol and propaganda. She is permanently 
glued to her TV and a glass jar full of hooch. 
And Anto nina, d e  of the underground 
distiller Aleksei, is a traditional good Russian 
woman, who is helpless to change anything 
(she fails to prevent the rape ofhgelika), 
but is loyal and effective in her revenge. 

For the main male characters, Balabanov 

uses his favorite "brothers" device, arrang- 
ing them in three sets.The "fathers"are the 
50-something colonel &om Leninsk and 
his Leningrad sibhg Artem, a professor of 
Scientific Atheism. Both worry about the 
future and are corrupt.Their "sons"are 
more despicable. Slava-that's Russian for 
"glory"-is a good-for-nothing hedonist. 
The shady operatorvalery ("healthy" and 
"strong") wears a redT-shirt with huge 
letters U.S.S.R. on it and is romancing the 
colonel's daughter to avoid the drafk.As in 
the old Soviet joke about the newspapers 
Pravda and Izvestia, which contrary to their 
titles contained neither truth nor news, the 
"sons" have no claim to either glory or 
strength, or health.Valery turns out to be a 
hopeless drunk and coward: he abandons 
Angelika to her abductor and flees fiom 
the area reluctant to get entangled with the 
police.As the film ends, he and Slava strike 
up a fiiendship of convenience, and we see 
them in a fa&ng shot poised to spin out 
deals and become tycoons in today's Russia. 
The film's only other young man of their 
generation is Sergeant Major Gorbunov, 
Angelika's long-awaited boy6iend. He 
arrives in a sealed coffin. 

At the core of the tale are Aleksei (the 
director's namesake) and Zhurov ("glum") 
who belong to neither generation and are, 
in a way, outside of time.They formed a 
bond, based on some secret, while Aleksei 
was serving a ten-year term for man- 
slaughter.The bond remains so strong that 
when asked,Aleksei accepts a death sen- 
tence for a murder committed by Zhurov. 
Balabanov does not reveal their secret, but 



the film as a whole implies that, different 
as they are, Aleksei and Zhurov are tied 
together like Siamese twins. 

They are eternal Russian types, locked 
in the eternal Russian sadomasochistic 
drama.When having a Dostoevskian 
"conversation across eternity" with the 
professor of Scientific Atheism, Aleksei 
may wax eloquent in extolling God and 
utopian socialism. But he thinks nothing 
of forcing himself on Angelika and would 
have, had he not conked out in a drunken 
stupor. Antonina hides Angelika in the 
peasant bathhouse where Aleksei keeps his 
still, but Zhurov finds her there, forces her 
onto all fours and sodomizes her . . . with 
an empty vodka bottle. Soviet t imesas  
Balabanov implicitly quotes fiom Dos- 
toevskyare the "eternity that is nothing 
but a peasant bath house with cockroaches 
in every corner." 

The rape scene is hard to take. But if 
you don't look away, you notice a shadow 
of pleasure flit across Angelika's face-a 
form of consent between the victim and 
the victimizer. Balabanov wants to link 
Angelika's violation to Russia's romance 
with alcohol.And now the police officer 
who, instead of protecting, gruesomely vio- 
lates an innocent, becomes an embodlrnent 
of the brutal Soviet-Russian state for which 

vodka was the biggest source of revenue 
and civil quiescence. 

In the morning, Zhurov handcu6 
Angelika to his motorcycle.Their ride 
through the industrial outskirts of Leninsk 
is perhaps the most haunting long shot of 
the entire film, an inversion of the motor- 
cycle glamour. Zhurov is taking his victim 
into the heart of-no, not darkness, but 
worse-Soviet industrial gray. Shooting in 
color, cinematographer Aleksandr Simonov 
proves himselfthe supreme connoisseur 
of every possible gray tint. Elevated tracks, 

- intertwining pipes, smokestacks, girders, 

cables and cooling towers fly by forming a 
cruel backdrop to Zhurov's handsome stiff- 
backed posture and Angelika's face with 
smeared eyeliner and flowing mane. 

Balabanov inverts the opening of 
Easy Rider, with a soundtrack to match 
Steppenwolf's "Born to Be Wi1d:""On 
my little rafi, through storms and rain, tak- 
ing with me only my visions and reveries, 
my childhood dreams, I shall float away.. . 
and shall find perhaps a new and colorful 
world ..." 
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